SERIES 1700 PUMP: Hypro Division, Lear Siegler, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

New roller sprayer pump delivers up to 26 gallons per minute at pressures up to 200 PSI. It has a 15/16 inch diameter stainless steel shaft and is equipped with an adaptor for direct mounting on 540 RPM tractor PTO shafts. Pressure-tested pump housing is available in cast iron or Ni-Resist for corrosion and abrasion resistance. Leather or Viton shaft seals are available optionally in place of standard Buna-N seals. Standard rollers are teflon for most applications; nylon and rubber rollers can be substituted to fit the job. For more details, circle (702) on the reply card.


This cordless electric hedge trimmer comes complete with removable, rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack. Overnight charge provides one hour of cutting time. Hard, double-edged, bevel-honed steel blades, with special non-stick coating for clean cutting and resistance to corrosion, deliver 2,000 strokes per minute. 18 inch blade is said to increase precision, high-impact plastic housing minimizes fatigue, and conveniently-placed on/off switch maximizes safety. Model 800 will be available in early 1975, priced just under $60. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.

PVC CHECK VALVE: Flo-Control, Inc., Burbank, Calif.

Flo-Control announces its new line of PVC In-Line Check Valves. These valves, available in sizes 1/4 inch through 2 inches, are said to be economical, versatile, dependable and corrosion-free. Valve can be used for slope irrigation, swimming pools, pumps, water meters and other applications. The valve has a Schedule 80 wall stainless steel spring with a guaranteed life of 2,000,000 cycles and a Buna "N" seal which insures suitability for use with chlorinated water, gasoline and oil. For more details, circle (703) on the reply card.

FRATE LIFT: Brouwer Turf Equipment Limited, Keswick, Ontario

Frate Lift loader/unloader is a lightweight compact unit (approx. 2,600 lbs.) capable of operating on construction sites as well as paved areas. Mast is designed to lift unit off ground for loading into specially-designed holders mounted on rear of truck without taking up cargo space. Equipped with three hydraulically-driven wheels with instant forward, reverse and sideshift, the unit is capable of lifting up to 4,000 pounds. It has a short turning radius and the front wheels can be extended individually or together to counterbalance its load. For more details, circle (704) on the reply card.